I. INTRODUCTION
The term "conic" was first applied to an electron distribution by Menietti and Burch [1985] and was usedto refer to electrondistributions that were enhanced along the loss cone.
This type of conic distributionhasbeenassociatedwith upper hybrid resonancewavesby Wong et al. [1988] , suggestingthat the electron distribution can be obliquely heatedby this type of wave. Menietti et al. [1993] have observed another type of conic distribution involving perpendicularlyheatedelectrondistributions,which maybe called90°-conic distributions; these distributionswereobservednearauroral kilometric radiation(AKR) sourceregions. Subsequently, Menietti et al. [1994] have hypothesized that the observed heating of electrons and the filling-in of observed loss cones is caused by particle diffusion in velocity space due to interaction with high intensity auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) (cf. their Figure  8 ).
Auroral kilometric radiation is commonly observed at spectral densities of up to 10 -9 (V/m)E/Hz [Gumett, 1974] and frequencies up to several hundred kilohertz and down to the R-X cutoff [ Benson and Calvert, 1979; Gumett et al., 1983; Bahnsen, 1989] . Benson and Calvert [1979] find that the wave normal angle is probably close to 90°. In source regions, AKR is observed to exist at frequencies below the local electron cyclotron frequency [cf. Bahnsen et al., 1989; Menietti et al., 1993] . This occurrence is due to the presence of a relativistic plasma distribution, which can drive the R-X cutoff below the electron cyclotron frequency [Winglee,
interactionof the electrondistribution with AKR can causethe 90°-electronconic distributions observedby Dynamics Explorer, as proposedby Unstrup et al. [1990] and Menietti et al. [1994] .
Wu et al. [1981] approximatethe diffusion coefficient for conditions applicable to fundamental R-X modeAKR. Using this approximation,we estimatethe value of the diffusion coefficientandcomputerepresentative diffusion times for various distributions. To simulatethe actionof diffusion on a particle distribution, a finite differencealgorithm is then usedto solve the diffusion equationgiven by Wu et al. [1981] We shall show that perpendicularelectron heatingcan be reproducedunderconditionsapproximatingthosein the AKR sourceregion.
In SectionII, we discusssomerelevant observations. In SectionIII, we look at the phenomenon of diffusion andthe effectsof the form of the index of refraction andthe resonant ellipse on that phenomenon. In SectionIV, we simulateperpendiculardiffusion due to AKR under plausibleconditionsand look at its effects on a model distribution function. In Section V, we draw conclusionsconcerningthe likelihood of this mechanism. is the real part of the wave frequency, 7 = 1/V'(1-v t2/C 2 --V12/C2), and f_¢ is the absolute value of the electron cyclotron frequency.
For Iklv UI/_r ,_ 1, the evolution of the electron distribution function is given by the following equation from Wu et al. [1981] _ afo
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In this study, we do not consider the effect of the wave-particle interaction on the wave intensity, so that the wave energy per mode is considered to be constant. frequencyuntil n = 0 at f = fax, evaluatedfrom EquationA/2 of Winglee [1985] . Clearly, the two curvesare similar in shape,rising abruptly from n = 0 at the cutoff andthen approaching n = 1 asymptotically. The only visible differencebetweenthe two curvesis that the value of _gn/a_ nearthe cutoff is larger when calculatedfrom the warm plasmadistribution than for the frequency-shifted cold plasmadistribution. This simpleapproximationis not rigorously correct, but it doespreserve the important qualitative featuresof the true index of refraction and is analytically very simple.
The effect of the downward frequencyshift on the allowed resonantellipsesis shownin
Figures5 and6. Figure 5 shows,in the top panel, the index of refraction, identical to that in Figure 3 , shifteddownward in frequencyby 2(fax -fc). In the bottom panel, the effect on the squareof the semimajoraxis is displayed. Two effects on the resonantellipse are obvious: first, the range in which the squareof the semimajoraxis is positive is extended,beginningat the new R-X cutoff frequencyandextendingto about the sameupper limit as shownin Figure   2 ; second,the semimajoraxis startsat a nonzerovalue at the R-X cutoff (fax = 59.4 kI-Iz)and generallyhas much larger valuesthan in Figure 2 . The semimajoraxis is seento be nonzero at f = fax, where n = 0. The resonantellipse correspondingto f = fax is centeredon the origin, accordingto Equation3. Figure 6 displayssomeof the ellipsesin the frequencyrange where the squareof the semimajoraxis is positive, as shownin Figure 5 . This simpleexercise has shown that merely shifting the index of refraction to lower frequenciescan causethe resonantellipsesto intersectthe region surroundingthe origin of velocity space,a necessary condition for a 90°-electronconic distribution to be produced. 
IV. DIFFUSION MODEL
We make two major assumptionsin order to simplify the calculation of Equation 1.
First, we assume that the AKR is emitted at a single wave normal angle.
Here, fc = 60 kI-Iz and fp = 6 kHz for all cases, similar to observed values from Menietti et al. [1993] . Energy density is given by the integral of the energy per mode, as W = c01EI 2 = Idak _ (7) where gk is the energy per mode.
To describe a wave impinging on the plasma from a discrete direction, we write the energy per mode as
where K(k) is a function to be determined. The expression for the energy density becomes
The energy density can also be written as
By comparing the integrands of the last two equations,
By inserting
this expression into Equation (1), a simple expression can be obtained for D± ±,
m 2 d_0
The value of diE l E/do0 can be obtained from the power spectral density of AKR. A typical peak value of this quantity is 10 -9 (V/m)E/Hz. Since the spectral density of AKR goes to zero at fa-x, reaches a peak, and then falls off rapidly with increasing frequency, we have approximated the spectral density by the form
o_ Of where f > fmx and o_ is a free parameter.
values of a. Figure  9 shows this function for A = 2 and a = 200, 500, and 1000 Hz.
The assumption of a discrete wave normal angle for AKR emission makes where Oqoss = 40°and v o = 0.075 c. A contour plot of this initial distribution is shown in Figure  9 . This model does not include a relativistic population of electrons sufficient to lower the R-X cutoff significantly. According to Winglee [1985] , such a distribution must have a thermal energy around 0.3c to be effective. The cool distribution shown in Figure  9 should be considered to be superimposed on the dominant relativistic plasma.
With shows up in the simulation as a discontinuity in the evolved distribution visible in Figure  10 .
Clearly, the approach to heating by diffusion undertaken here is only adequate to give a qualitative result. The weaknesses inherent in this approach are (1) use of a Maxwellian in the initial distribution since the initial distribution shown by the data is clearly non-Maxwellian;
(2) thedownwardfrequencyshift usedto simulate the effect of a relativistic particle distribution;
(3) the use of a simple spectral density distribution as given in Equation  9 an Figure  9 ; and especially (4) the use of a single wave normal angle to describe the radiation distribution. 
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